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ABSTRACT

We envision that multi- and many-core processors will be applied in future embedded real-time systems in automotive, avionics and automation domains. Embedded multi-cores feature a shared memory, whereas many-cores tend towards distributed memory possibly with pure message-passing. We further envision the parallelization of real-time applications. Thus, we plan to provide assistance for parallel programming by delivering a higher level of abstraction to the programmer. The abstraction is introduced by parallel communication patterns that are timing predictable, ease WCET analysis, simplify the programming of parallel code and are applicable for shared-memory multi-cores and message-passing many-cores. In this paper, we briefly describe the approach of our communication patterns and emerging research topics.
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1 Introduction

More and more embedded systems tend to utilize multi- and many-cores as hardware platform. Due to the rapid changes in hardware platforms, it is not possible to predict a particular kind of platform as standard for the long term. Hence, there is a necessity for platform independent parallel implementation libraries for embedded systems.

A major part in the area of embedded systems is covered by real-time applications. This kind of application requires a worst-case execution time (WCET) estimation and thus, must be written in an timing analysable way. Typically, tools for WCET analysis such as OTAWA [BCRST1] process on object code, but require additional input settings only available in source code. WCET analysis in parallel code faces even more obstacles. In parallel code the informations implicitly provided in code are often not sufficient to gain an acceptable estimation of the WCET or even to enable an estimation at all.

Furthermore, programming libraries must be practical and easy to use. As the parallel execution of programs is not intuitive, the programming of parallel code can be simplified by an abstraction from parallel programming details. Such abstractions are researched by
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parallel design patterns [MSM04] and have been further developed to timing predictable parallel design patterns [GJU13] in parMERASA project [UBG+13].

Our research target is to provide abstract communication patterns to the programmer. In doing so, our objectives are to provide a platform independent pattern interface which can be ported and optimized to a particular platform with a minimal programming overhead. Furthermore, we plan to provide additional information for the WCET analysis by composing basic communication patterns to more abstract patterns which implicitly include more information about their behavior. Since these abstractions of patterns are masking details of parallel programming, they are particularly targeting the need of the programmer.

The remainder is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the approach of our communication patterns and section 3 states the major research topics at developing these patterns.

2 Approach

It is necessary to separate the application code in distinct execution and communication phases. This requirement enables a separated WCET analysis of sequential calculations and parallel communication and thus, yield to an improved WCET estimation. Furthermore, the communication can be distinguished in synchronization and data exchange. Both kinds of communications can be applied for different sets of execution threads. The pattern collection primarily concentrates on implementation of the communication phases.

2.1 Collection Overview

Figure 1 illustrates the usage of the communication patterns. In order to apply our collection of communication patterns, the programmer has to prepare its application code and additionally, a configuration file. Thereby, the configuration file (application specific configurations) includes information about the desired target platform.

The collection contains a pattern interface that provides access to the communication patterns and can be included and used in the application code. Furthermore, there are dif-
different implementations for each communication pattern and a set of standard configurations which can be included in the programmer’s configuration file to reduce the configuration effort for the target platform. The utilized implementation for a pattern varies depending on the platform configured in the configuration file. Therefore, the application specific configurations are included in the pattern interface. At compile time the configurations are interpreted and based thereon one particular implementation for a pattern is chosen.

So far, the configurations mainly describe the chosen memory model, which can be a distributed or a shared memory model. Regarding to the memory models, two different implementations are provided thus far: a POSIX-based implementation for shared memory and a message-based implementation for distributed memory.

2.2 Provided Abstractions

The pattern collection will mainly provide two kinds of abstractions. These are a) several levels of transparency in the sense of hiding implementation details e.g. lower level communication details and b) several levels of compositions of lower-leveled communication patterns. Thereby, it will be taken care about making all levels of abstraction available to the user. This ensures the facilitation of parallel programming and concurrently enables the implementation of fine-grained communication optimizations.

Up to now, we see several parallel programming details, which can be masked by a transparency abstraction. An example for such details could be the mapping of global data to particular (distributed) memories or the mapping of threads to a core. Thereby, it is conceivable that the order of transparency levels is not strict. Hence, it could be possible that one pattern provides transparency about data distribution but threads have to be mapped explicitly, while another pattern provides the transparencies vice versa.

Another way of abstraction is the composition of lower-leveled communication pattern to high-level pattern. Therefore, a communication pattern utilizes several other patterns to provide a communication pattern of a higher level. Furthermore, when applying compositions recursively, multiple levels of abstraction can be built.

An example for this kind of abstraction could be a pattern global sum which sums up values of several cores and provides the result to all participants. In a message-passing model this pattern can be constructed with reduction with summation and broadcast which are in turn formed with point-to-points communications. For the POSIX model, global sum is composed of Exclusive Add and Synchronous Read. These are in turn composed of Mutex and Barrier.

This example shows that the advantage of abstract patterns is that they are implicitly including many information about the behavior of the individual cores. Thus, the behavior of a core at a specific time can be limited. Considering each low-level pattern by its own they obtain relatively high WCETs and a combination of them raises the over-estimation even more. However, if the exact sense of a communication is known, than it is possible to exclude hypothetical cases. Furthermore, the example demonstrates how abstractions can provide a common communication interface for parallel programs targeting different platforms.

3 Research Topics

One challenge is the identification of relevant communication patterns. An analysis of existing parallel applications that are relevant in embedded real-time systems and a comparison
with parallel design patterns [MSM04] could obtain commonly used patterns.

After identification of a pattern, it is necessary to implement it for all kinds of platforms provided by the collection. A couple of research questions arise here. Some of them deal with the problem of transforming a common interface to implementations for different platforms while the interface remains intuitive to the user. Furthermore, the implementation should keep the advantages provided by the programming models for the different platforms. We plan to provide assistance for shared memory systems (POSIX) and for systems utilizing distributed memory (message-passing). Moreover, it is planed to port the library to an embedded real-time many-core which is currently under development at University of Augsburg [MMU14].

A further topic is the classification of identified communication patterns. This includes the determination of characteristics of the individual pattern and the relationships to other patterns. Hence, the pattern collection targets real-time applications, a major individual characteristic will be the behavior at a WCET analysis. Further features could be the behavior of the average-case execution time (ACET) and provided transparencies. The relationship to other patterns aims at a statement about how they are composed and at a classification of the pattern in groups obtaining similar characteristics.

It is to mention, that the collection of communication patterns and its components i.e. pattern interface, the set of implementations and the standard configurations are still under development respectively future work.
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